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IIntroduction
William Lyon Phelps finds iiis source of happiness
in "being able to appreciate all iiinds of things and bookis,
not over fastidiously but interpretatively. This capacity
to appreciate has a large part in life activities and con-
tributes to a full life. since the appreciative response
is a very individual one, fusing intellect and emotions,
it can be made onl;; to taose aspects of life with which a
personal relationship is felt. It is never completed but
is increased b;, fulness oi e:xperience and development of
perspective in living. The more anything cuts across our
experience, or has some relation to our problems, the r^ore
it moves us. Genuine appreciation ia impossible without
emotional sensitiveness to facts and ideas wherever they
appear. It shapes tne things that come home to us, that
we realize have possibilities. Moreover, all facts and
ideas lead out into other things, and the sense of vistas
beyond with tne desire to follow is a concomitant of the
appreciative response.
sometimes appreciation consists in a recognition of
a writer's icindred mooas ana thougut, and sometimes it
results from unsuspected by-ways into which we are led.
1 phelns, W. L« , Appreciation .
2 Dewey, J. , Appreciation and Cultivation.
#
2In either caae its essence is increased in the value of
the booic lor us.
What is appreciated, then, -depends on e:Kperience,
but aloo on training, since the reader's sense experi-
ence raust be brought into kinship with that of the au-
thor. The noints of contact between their experiences
are expressed oy the various tynes of appreciation - appre
ciation of sensory elements, of human nature and the emo-
tions, of the beautiful, of intellectual qualities and
humor, and of ethical values.
Lack: of experience and training influences not only
the unuerstanding of facts but also tue appreciation of
moods and literary effects. some do not get the
aesthetic pleasure intended; others enjoy realization of
technical skill rather than suggestiveness of mood. The
combination of many ways of looking at a book - impres-
sionistic, historical, social - increases the enjoyment
of fiighly appreciative readers ana aids in awakening their
minds to further possibilities, whereas the purely techni
cal appeal may be somewhat liLiited, literature as experi-
ence of life will influence c^ll. it is necessary to re-
spect individual methods of enjoyment, since not everyone
may be capable of appreciating the same book for the same
qualities.
There can be no set standards which mark the achieve-
ment of appreciation. A book is good for each reader in

3the degree to which it furthers his developcient aa a
part of the social whole. 30 the same book: nay be high
for one person and low for another, "Even oar trashy,
ephemeral modern writing may. ..have something to
offer those whose thought and feeling are still more
elementary,""^ A reader's capacity to aporeciate depends
uDon his thinking something definite about the book:»s
value or lacli 01 value for aii^i. In tois sense to appre-
ciate is to estimate properly for oneself from a source
aa wide and varied aa the world itself, including social
and civic activities, sense of ideals, and values.
Both anpreciation and enjoyment are accomplished when
there is an appeal to interest, emotion, and a sense of
deeper significance than at first appeared.
1 Bucic, a.. The social Griticisn of Literature, p, 44.

4II
Analysla of Literary Appre -
ciation
Literary appreoiatiou is not vague but is made up
of definite elements."^ It is built up by attention to
specific phrasing, clear characterization, rich expression
A reader's sensitiveness develops through the habit of
thiDiCing the writer's thoughts and eraotions after him.
The points of oontaot between author's and reader's experi
ence comprise the sensory, emotional, intellectual,
aesthetic, and ethical elements.
Wordsworth said that man's unaided senses were not
enouph for the realization of the world. Pictures are
called up by words, vvhich are symbols of things; but often
we do not refer bac^ to the image or use to the full power
such details as are given. Tne reader should seeic to
bulla up in nis mind the pictures which tne writer has
made, gather suggestions and connotations, hear the sounds
smell, taste, and touch witn the siiarpened senses of the
artist.
The artist not only has clearer visions but divines
eraotions, which must have some relation to life, and
then reveals their import through suggestions rather than
exDosition. From the great variation in aegrees and icinds
1 LaBrant, L. L. , The Teaching of Literature in the
Secondary 3 c a 00 11 ~~ ~
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5of emotions, we are elated by perceiving the relevancy
of some enotion to a problem that has been occupying us.
Intellectual appreciation coraes when the reader en-
ters into full possession of the booii's significance,
when he gets from it what the creator put into it, re-
constructing when necessary the writer's milieu - his
social, political, and individual life.*^ There is
pleasure in seeing, how an author's brain work:s, under
this heading comes appreciation of the humorous, a sense
of proportion, which, too, can be cultivated and has its
foundation in experience.
The effect of u piece of literature as a piece of art
calls up aestnetic feelings. The study of how an author
gets nis effects leads to examination of v^ord colors, con
notations, rhythms, figures - fascinating regions when
entered from a genuine desire to explore the shapes and
wordings of a creative mind, but dull when studied as if
the technicalities were of themselves important.
Another source of appreciation is in the signifi-
cance, philosophical or ethical, of literature. The im-
portant ideas are sometimes expressea unmistaicably in
the theme, but more often pervade the wnole booic and
must be gathered and interpreted from various hints.
Although these elements of appreciation are here
1 Buck:, G. , The social griticism of literature.

6considered one b;,' one, they are really an integrated
whole, inseparable save for the purpose of cousoioasly
realizing their presence. The relative importance of
each in the whole of appreciation will depend upon tiie
literature read and even more upon the interests and train
ing of the reader.
If
0
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HelatloD of Aims and purposes of Teaching Literature
to Appreciation
''There is no particular nerit in merely reading a
lot of "booics""; some only tend to vulgarize the taste, drug
the nind, and paralyze thinking. The value coraes from
the particular purpose in reading - self-discovery, in-
formation, entertainment. When a reader finds expressed
thou.rhts and feelings which seera to be his own, he is
literally' saved. Among the various purposes given for
teaching literature are the enlarging and enriching of ex-
perience, profitable employment of leisure time, the cul-
tivation of the moral sense, the forming of social att i-
tudes, and the knowledge of literature.
AS far as appreciation is concerned, most icnowledge
of literature gained through criticism is vvorthless for
those 0 nave liOt read tne boolcs discussed. "Any teach-
ing of reading whica aoes not tend to broaden and
strengthen the sheer enjo^^aent from reading has been of
doubtful Value." v/hen various aims conflict, when the
teacher would proceed one way for the ends of business-
liie information and another for appreciation, he must
evaluate the ends. If the goal is to lead to the richest
1 iCoch, T« >?• , lioading: A Vice or a Virtue .
2 Hosic, J. F., Smpirical Stuuies in school Heao-ing .
3 Ibid
. , p . 17, quoted from (i, N« Betts, Class ,^oom
Met gods and jTanagement, p. 154.
0
8possible life now and later, to stimulate the pupil to
activities which have present values likely to persist
in adult life, it will not matter so much ii vje do "take
time that the student needs for the reco^;nized classics
of the world to present to him books vyhich are oi present
day poDularity, ""^ If to supply him with an ability to
read and a taote for reading is the most valuable thing
a teacher can do, he will emphasize apnreci ation, that is
the personal realization of value by the student of what
he reads and of the various contacts which it makes with
his own experionce.
1 Cook, L, B«, Repeating Crow's ?jeasurements, p. £20.
0
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Lrethoda of Developing AppJ^QQiation
If appreciatiou is such an individual response,
the interests of the students must be considered, i^ecent
studies tend to prove that high school literature courses
have not been adequate in developing a taste for good
reading which lasts after school years and spreads to un-
directed reading. l7ard questions whether appreciation
can be taught and advises guiding classes into a reason-
able understanding of booics, presented as typical parts of
intellectual property. The interests of ninth grade
pupils are varied, but attempts have been riade to discover
c
the k:inds of booics most enjoyed. some conception of what
a cla83 already reads, enjoys, and understands is a neces-
sary preliminary. The teacner may asK a new clastj to
write a paper on "My Book shelf" or ask: for a list of booics
read during the summer. This information will prevent
the choice of a booi too far above them.
"The value of acquiring a booK an individual
would Lever read for hinself seems of doubtful
Value compared to the habit of reading, even
though the reading is of books of simple
quality.
1 Lehman, H. C, l^eaaing Books * just for Fan '.
Gray, \H» 3. and I'unroe, It., l^eaa ing Interests and Habits
Of Adults .
2 ward, G. ii. , vyhat is jinglish .
3 Jordan, A« M. » Qnilaren's liiterests in Heading .
Washburne, C. ana Yogel , M. , what Children LiTe to ?,ead .
4 LaBrant, L. L. , Tlie Teaching of Literature in the Sec^d-
ary school, p. 160.
1
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Barnes^ suggests baaing the curriculum on literary
experiences which are important, desirable, and close to
intelligent practices of life. Modern literature would
seem to have the aavantage oi touching life more closely
at many points; but many modern novels are beyond the com-
prehension of ninth grade students in their emotions and
philosophical values. However, when good modern litera-
ture is available, many of the difficulties hindering the
student disappear, ao that he may more gradually be led
to re-create for himself the circumstances of old or
alien bacigrounds. There is a distinct advantage in be-
ginning the study of oallads v/ith modern ballads of Cip-
ling and of the .vest, and then going bade to the old Eng-
lish. Liicewise an introauction to poetry reaaing is often
best made through modern poetry on familiar suojects,
such as a group of city poems or sea poems. The strange-
ness of a different setting may put a bewildering dis-
tance between the reader and the booic. The pupil must be
shown how to build his own background from details of
descriotion and from the types of cnaracters, tiieir social
position, and their activities. Sometimes the atmosphere
can be established, as in tne use of ballads, such as
Masefield's "Spanish v/aters" and "Ballade of John Silver"
1 Barnes, >y. , a Curriculum of Literary Experiences
.
2 Cook, rj.. The Crea tive study of poetry in the sec ond-
ary scnooTli ~~" "
—
i
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for an introduction to Treasure Island . The teacher
will link: the oook, whenever possible, with experience
and knowledge which the pupil alread^^ possesses, but which
needs to be called freshly to mind. For instance, in
the study of Stevenson's novel, he can draw forth what
they icnow about great sea-goers, as Drake and Raleigh,
and pirates from booKis or moving pictures. Everything
which will bring a new setting closer to their experience
by t.;ing up associations is grist to his mill.
The book chosen for class reading will be a little
more difficult than those read outside, since the teacher's
tasi is to help over the parts requiring more interpreta-
tion than the pupil would be likely to make by himself.
In other words, the part oi the teacher is to teach the
pupil how to read a little better, more apnreciatively
,
than before. If the oooks are carefully chosen, the
question of extensive and intensive reading melts away.
Naturally the class books will not be a great deal more
difficult than the ones already read. And only as much
intensive study will be aone as is necessary for intel-
ligent reading. Thus in the study of one book, much
will be read rapidly, Keeping the sense of eager adven-
ture, yet atopoing occasionally for a deeper meaning, for
1 Pennington, p. 0., Ijlstablishing a Mood.
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illurniLiing character, and for forcing the picture. Then
the intensive reaaing will anpear in its true purpose -
a icey to nore appreciative reading by showing the student
how to see and follow suggestive leads,
Tne criterion for special attention depends on what
the teacher hopes to accomplish. A reader is not made
suddently. To ooint out every oLement which forms the
sum total of appreciative response is to overwhelm the "be-
ginning reader. Not that effort is inimical to appreci-
ation; it is in fact absolutelv necossar;; to get the
student to see tnat the results in enjoyment from closer
reading are worth the time, yet the satisfaction from
swift progression and pleasurable reaaing cannot be fore-
gone,
'^Certainly wnen the pupil is asiced to give
his attention to twenty or more matters in
connectioii with a given selection, he is not
lik:ely to be deeply impressed with any one.
It seems, lively, also that any attempt to
present children selections requiring so much
minute examination of dotcxil defeats its
own purpose, "1
If pupils read only freely and rapidly, however,
they will not gain in ability to read better and will
continue to miss much of the value of what they read,
Irion's conclusion from his studies of comprehension dif-
ficulties of nintfi grade stud^^nts is that the average
1 Hosic, J. ?., ij:mpirical studies in School -reaaing, p, 85,
t
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reading comprehension is so mediocre that it is very
hazardoas to proceed on the assiiraption that the
students can read well enougrx to appreciate literature
1
by merely reading.
"Genuine appreciation is secured
by thorough mastery of important passages
carefully selectee for significant content ana
by more,rapid study of the classics as a
whole.
Apnreciation through Intellectual Comprehension
The first seldction, then, should be made near to
present abilities, tastes, and interests, sometimes it
is possible to give the students themselves a measure
of choice, after telling or reading a little from
several boois. As there are many keys to appreciation,
so tt:e teacher should use many resources in order to
get variation in method of treatment. One booic or one
mettiod for too great lengtn of time becomes tiresome,
With different lessons, there can be different aims,
by choosing a few passages to focus attention on sane
particular phase of aDpreciatiou. There is no need to
1 Irion, T. W. H. , C omprehension Difiiculties in IJinth
Trade students^
2 Graig, V. J., Ttie Teaching "oFlIign school English
,
p. 7b.
1
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read in class what the pupil can easily read for him-
self outside 01 class, nor to asr^. for facts which, if
need be, oaxi be testeo. quicilj' by short answer tests,
father the class period should be used for discussion
and stimulation to brin^^ experience to bear on the
selection and to aid in the aifficulties of appreiien-
sion.
Difficult;y in sharing the author's experience
arises from man;' sources. '/hen allusions are un/aiown,
as Biblical and mythological ones so often are, the pas-
sages lose their effect. Tiie average high school
student has little conception of things in general -
1
haycocs, sictLe, the Pleiades, the North pole. Liter-
ature draws from fields in which the students have
never entered; and it is for the teacher to put up
sign posts so that the students will become consciously
aware of what they miss. Yet if pupils looked up every
unlcnown word and allusion in certain selections given
to them, the essential impression would be crowdea
out because of the mass of unassimilated information.
A pleasant emotional association is impossible when
the student's reading is interrupted by looicing up too
1 Farrar, p. G., Things in general.
#
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many notes. J± aucii a selection must be studied, ti^e
teaeher shoula help wiieu the difficulty tnreateus to
confuse tne strong aopreciative response. The teacher
can insert synonyms for difficult ^Elizabethan words
and can guide tne student v.ith interpolations over
the troublesome first chapters. At other times,
abridgeu editions will serve the purpose. Ijotes are in-
tended as helns to the student's limited experience in
fields which the autnor ta^es for granted, ana are not
supposed to oe memorized.
often the degree of apnreciation that is possible
without too minute stud^^ is worth more than the attempt
at full appreciation by having a ninth grade class
interpret all tne words in Tbe Merchant of Venice .
When many references ai'e made to mythological or his-
torical facts wiiich are unfamiliar to the student, tiie
teacher should mate the background clear first or
treat it as a matter of interest in itself, as in
the stud;^ of Johnson's London or sbaicapere ' s theatre,
frequently the difficulty of a new poem can be over-
come b;, giving a few necessary bits of information and
letting the nupils supnly what they can. An excellent
example is £joffett»s teaching of The Glory Trail
,
1 Mofiett, H. Y. , Ap'^lie^ Tactics in Teaching Literature
English Journal, Feoruary I'Jis'Jl
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in which he be^:ina by talkiing of old tiLe ranching
and customs, getting contributions ircci the class
about ropin^; and brands and supplying meanings of a fevj
new words himself.
In order to read intelligently, the pupil must
iaiow what to expect from a novel, a poem, or a play.
He must be able to follow the plot clearly and get the
implications ana connections. It is the teacher's pro-
vince to divine just v.hen the intellectual difficulties
will occur, for she cannot ta^ce too much for granted.
In tae study of a play, tne stuaents must discover how
it differs from a novel, by talking about what is left
out and of the limitations of tne stage. In this the
icnowledge gained from moving pictures and plays will be
useful. Dramatizing helps to further this understanding,
since tae student will be forced to dig out information
from the details given in order to carry out acting
and interpret the cnaracter, sometimes knowledge of the
author's circumstances, ezpericnce, and attitudes
throws light on the meaning; and then the teacher can
supply or direct the pupil to the social or inaividual
background. For instance, a knowledge of Bryant's
life at the time referred to in "To a iv'aterfowl" makes
the interpretation more meaningful, just as a knowleage
of ranch life cinu customs is a good introduction to
f
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cowboy ballads.
Appreciatio n t arough Sensualizing
Not only haa the average pupil little experience
with the actual tnings and facts which are embodied in
writing, but he has not been trained to use his senses
to full capacity. He reads words and does not sec the
realities for which the words are raerely symbols. The
teacher must make the students more aware of moods
»
as by asicing many questions on a poein such as '^The High-
wayman'* to show what details they got and what they
missed. "By getting them to force a mental picture from
the words, tne teacher can help to train them to read
more appreciatively. Their attention should be called
to sense words, that they may toucii and smell and hear,
too, with the sharpened senses of the artist. Moffett
has illustrated in his teaching of a cowboy ballad
how to muKe the pupils visualize the action in expres-
sive verbs such as "a-tripping'' and the picture behind
1 I have not mentioned the actual ability to read and
understand waat is read, in which ninth grade
pupils are frequently deficient. Diagnostic tests
should be given to discover if tiie pupil is thus
handicanped. Training and practice in reading for
comprehension shoula be given and is of course a
prerequisite for appreciative reading.
2 Moffett, H. Y. , Applied Tactics in Teaching Literature
,
English Journal, li^ebruary 1^2U.
i
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such words au "high-chin 30b'' and "laaveriCi^-hungry
rope." TiiC student's attention should be drawn to the
images in figures of speoch, so that they have a clear
picture of what is being compared. one wa;^ of em-
pnasizing the value of such figures is to let the
students contribute all their descriptions of and re-
actions to, for instance, a fog, and then read Sand-
burg's "Fog," in wnich a figure combines the many im-
pressions."^ The teacher needs to expand details in
class often and to let the student practice it, illus-
trating how wo fill in the gap according to our experi-
ence.
In this connection pictures are helpful to give a
perceptual basis of new bacicgrounds and things, as
"hauberi," "falcon," "wasaail-bowl, " and the terras con-
nected with Knights and tournaments in Ivannoe
. They
shoiila not oe used to tarie the place of the student's
own imaginative forcing of a picture, since that train-
ing will be of inestimable value throughout his life
in reading. Yet after he has conjured a full image
from details given or suggested, it is interesting and
satisfying for him to see an artist's conception from
the same details, and it encourages further effort in
1 LaBrant, L. L. . Tne Teaching of Literat ure in the
3econdar,; ichooTI
(t
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his own habits of mental picturing. A variation of
this is the student's search for a picture to illustrate
a word scene.
Since appreciation is such a personal thing, the
teacher raa^- find that some pupils derive increased en-
ioyment in ballads by hearing "Chevy Chase, "3ir
Patrick: opens," or DeiCoven's .-(Obin Hood ballads played
on the victrola."^ The ballads of the plains and of cow-
boys, such as "Old Chisholm Trail," "Grandma Grunts,"
suddenly become more real when they are heard sung by a
group, \yhen MacDowell^s music "From the Depths" is
played rafter reading 'Whitman's sea poems, which were
their inspiration, the pupil secures a new and clearer
realization of sound effects, so that, in reading poems
of the sea he learns to listen for the noise and tempo
and mood of the sea. Jlo means to mak:e the senses
iceener and more alert should be neglected, since it in-
creases, joy in living as well as in reading.
Appreciation through i^mot i ons
In order that the student may share the emotional
1 Peirce. A. li)., irasic and Literature.
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experiences of the aathor, the teacher will relate ttiem
to familiar experience. Since everj/ student does not
bring the same stoctC of experiences, the teacher can
taice advantage of the variations, supplementing them
with her own illustrations, since poetry is condensed
and since often an emotional experience seems remote, the
teacher can give a definite illustration of such lines
as nature "red i\\ tooth and claw^ by an incident from
her own observation,^ It is well to taice advantage of
ari emotion rousea on some subject to read a poem allied
to it, since one oi tiie essentials in aporeciation of
poetry is getting the full force of an intense emotion.
For instance in connection witu the subject of factory
workers, h)« Browning's "The Cry of the Children" or some
of Daly's poems might be reaa. Oral reading by the
teacher is an unusually effective means of transmitting
the effect; it plays upon tae imagination, puts pictures
in the mind, find stirs tne emotions, significant sen-
tences in prose as well as in verse should be memorized
and referred to frequently. It is important thut the
student become used to making the most of his experi-
ences, as well as increasing them vicariously, by see-
ing tneir relation to literature. Often the pupil will
becoTie oetter acquainted with nis ov.n individuality by
1 Solve, N. D. , poets. Egoists, and Teachers.
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watching charaotera in books, seeiLg what motives move
them, and recognizing in hinseli" those motives and feel-
ings. Alter reading Treasure island , for example, the
pupils flight follow a character, as SQuire Trelawney,
through from beginning to end, examining talk, and acts
to fiud out Just what kind oi man he is. They will need
to watch not only what he says but how he speaks and its
effect, what people who inow the man think of him, con-
sidering his failings and admirable qualities in the
final estimate. Tne students must be taught to pick out
the emotion - revealin^^ detail and to tell the cause of
the feeling."^ just as we ma^e up our judgments of
people in real life from comparatively brief, telling
glimpses, so we make up our opinions of characters by
interpreting the significant details. The ability to do
that grows with the consciousness of how much is left
unsaid and with training in supplying the things between
the lines.
Appreciation through Ideas and Values.
Although the book may have clear-cut significant
1 Blaisdell, T. G., v/ays to Teach English.
c
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purpose and attitudes, often they are revealed onlj?^' by
hints and suggestions, which the student must be trained
to select and interpret in tae light of all the exper-
ience and xcnowledge which he can muster."^ The teacher
should try to re-enforce the purposes of the writer and
help him to obtain his efiects ana aims. There is a
definite socializing value in class aiscussions, such
as the comparison of the character of a knight with that
2
of a gentleman today. V/hen reading war boolcs and poems,
the pupils should notice the attitudes expressed toward
war and atteraot to evaluate them. Interesting discus-
sions arise from such comparisons as nineteenth and
twentieth century standards of life, varying ideas of
tragic force, novels and notion pictures, old and new ex-
plorers. Many students who are slow to aporeciate
aestnetic qualities will have opinions that are worth
hearing on the ideas or ethical substance of a book.
For some there will be an appeal in poetry as an histori-
cal experience, which will serve to make the student
aware that poetry is a living reality. Five such con-
tacts with various historical periods are in Tennyson's
"Ulysses," "Lepanto," "August, 1914," "The Explorer,"
1 Berg, I, , Adapting Literature to Living .
2 ICeyes, 3. 1:. , Teaching by Comparison.
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and selections from "John Brown's Bodv. ""^
If the student is taught to looc for the ideas in
the essa^^, he will find satisfaction and pleasure in
that tyoe of reading. Let hirn see tiie relationship be-
tween essays read in school and the essays continually
being publifshed in magazines on all icinds of subjects.
Occasionally ideas that have deeper or wider signfi-
cance may be e:xpanded, and an interesting discussion
prove /^ed on sucn a passage as; "There's no art to find
the mind's construction in the face."^ The pupil
should be .made to realize that ais opinions are inter-
eating and taught to loolc within for the causes of
opinions, .reading of a ballad such as "Greencastle
jenny" will mean more if the teacher asks the pupils
to try to decide whether the writer's sympathies are
with the union or confederate cause.
Too many students looii at literature as apart from
life, either evading the moral implications or forcing
the moral. Discussion of conduct snould not be ignored
when there is complexity in characters' emotions and
activities. Liie Zeats our goal in reading should be
to "get understanding."
1 CooiC, C. 3., poetry as Historical E^tperience .
2 Simohs, 3. E., r^ngllsh proolern s in the 3olvTng .
2 Moffett, H. Y. , Appliea Tactics in Teaching Literature ;
Teaching 'Greoncastle Jenny', Sngli3h~
Journal, March lygH.
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Appreciation through Technical Study
In spite of ^eagle's experiment showing the advan-
tage of technical analysis in teaching appreciation of
poetry,"^ there is fairly general agreement that literary
techniuue should not be stressea in the ninth grade.
The student can readily see how rhythm is in the days
and nights and sea, in \i/alKing and talking, and he can
learn to recognize and respond to the simpler rhythms of
poetry, which are illustrated in ballads and songs. If
he looics at the comparisons he ma^ies in ordinary talk,
vivid comparisons in slang, and at a child's names for
new things, he Vvill looii upon figures of speech in their
poetic significance. He should be trained to visualize
both members of a comparison. Moe has planned '^primary
2image drills" to train this ability. Some discrimin-
ation in words can be developed early, as well as admiration
for the sincere and vivid expression of ideas; but
mechanics should not interrupt thought and emotion.
More detailed analysis should come later in the high
school course, unless questions arise from the pupil »s
own interest in the subject.
1 Beagle, B. M. , Technical Analysis in Teaching poetry .
£ Moe, M. W. , HOW to Use prinary image Drills.
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Appreciation through Dramatizing
"To "oe able to read a pla^; , one must have >None
quite frequentl.y to the theatre, for it is
necessary in reading the play to see it with
the eyes of imagination in somewhat the sane
manner as one would see it at the tneatre.
Pupils are not always taught to soe and feel a
play as something different from a story, although it
is only by realizing the action that a play can be
properly aporeciated and Judged. This can be accom-
plished even better by acting than by seeing a play.
In actin;]; the pupil feels emotions more strongly and
brings woro-s to their fullest signficraice b;; portray-
ing them in action. The informality of the class room
gives the benefit of this activity to many puoils.
Miming ballads is fun and puts a premium on ex-
pression, makes close reading necessary, and develops
Z
imagination in the watchers. Ability to pretend and
imagine are required to fill in concretely from the
author's suggestions. In miming a ballad, those vi/ho act
must use their imagination and draw on experier.oe to
the utmost, while whose 7vho watch realize what inter-
pretation they missed when reauing or see with satis-
faction the details remembered. By the comments, the
class and teacher stimulate further achievement, and
1 'Coch, T. W. T., Heading: A Vioc or a Virtue, p. 41.
2 Hoerr, ;u A. and .loontz, J. (J., Treasure Island.
c
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the pantOEiime grows in interest as long as many pos-
sibilities are Kept before the mimers#
m acting out a scene iron) a pla^', discussion of
the motives of characters will arise and will result
in nev. attitudes toward, and Justifications of, motives.
Observation and thought are rev^uired before a student
can portra.7 the reactions of one cha,racter to another,
and show what the character is thinking about. Some-
times a whole scene can be built from an incident which
is merely suggested in a novel, or a novel lii£e Treasure
Island^ can be dramatized. An emotional truth is
vitalized by drar.atics. What is acted becomes aore
meaningful than what is read; then incidents ftnd phrases
which had been hazy come to light.
As no scener;; is used save as suggestions in the
clasiiroom, the pupils have the opportunity to fill in
the imaginery scenery from the details given or sug-
gested in the play. Only those selections should be
dramatized which will be vitalized by being studied
in this way. effectiveness depends on action which can
be woriced out by appealing to the pupil's own experi-
ence ana observations. It will take much searching,
1 Hoerr, a. and iToontz, J. 0., Treasure Island.
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thinkiing, and forcing of the imagination; but the
capacit:; to read plays appreciatively will be greatly
increased,
Devslopment of Appreciation in :-;eading Through Writing
On the question of whether writing in connection
with the reading of a pieos; of literature is conducive
of appreciation, there is much disagreement. Many
teachers believe that pleasure in reading is imperiled
by the drudgery of writing.^ The utilization must de-
pend on class interest and ability and on individual
ability to a large extent. Miss Mirrilies gives an ex-
ample of ballad writing which is simple and gives
pleasure by awaicening artistic oride. 3y taking the
material for writing the ballads from Ivanhoe
, the
pupil will maize both the novel and the ballads more
closely related to his own experience. s^ch writing
gives an opportunity for examining the original closely
for methods, although the material may be the student's
own. The Christmas party in Silas l;!a.rner
,
the wine
cas^ scene in Tale of Two Cities or jerry's flight,
when used as patterns, mak:e the reader alive to the im-
portance of words and the significance of details. The
1 Mirrilies, L. 3., Teaching Qopposltion in High school,
ch. lY.
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writing of light essays after reading modern essays
gives an opnortunity for refining the sense of humor and
develODS the habit of watching out for "the rubs, the
tricics, the varieties on which life turns,"
Creative writing increases appreciation in general
rather than in a particular selection. Students who
write become more sensitive to words and the things
around them and, from that, more sympathetic and respon-
sive to other writers. Good judgment in literature will
come much core naturally when based on actual experience
with writing than when based on literary criticism, as
Mr, Mearns has sufficiently demonstrated in Creative
Youth . nothing can so vividly impress students with
the good and bad in writing as their own successes and
failures. when a student has tried to f ina just the
right word or struggles with expressive phrasing, he will
notice those noints more when he reads. Then his opinions
about a writer v;ill be based on convictions growing out
of exoerience.
Measurement of Appreciation
several tests of appreciation have been made for
high school use, such as Abbott and Trabue's Test for
Judging Poetry and Logasa-McCoy
,
Mcv/right tests oi Ap-
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preciation. Although these tests have not been proved
to be completely vulid and reliable, yet they are signi-
ficant in that they emphasize the importance of appreci-
ation and its development. The construction of such
tests gives inceiitive to improving methods of tea-ching
discrimination, and an index to those elements which are
important. For instance, the six tests maicing up the
Logasa tests are on; discovery of the theme, reader
particination, reaction to sensory images, comparisons,
trite and fresh comparisons, and rhythm. Horeover, such
tests form an excellent teacliing device, as they bring
the qualities of poetry under close scrutiny. The
spoiled versions of Abbott and Trabue's test illustrate
by vivid contrasts the differences between good and bad
poetry, and the choices of the students provide inform-
ation about their tastes for the teacher's use.
The percentage of students who score high for each
test or item gives a valuable index of the suitability of
that material for a certain grade. There is evidence that
the middle years demand vigorously expressed feeling,
not restraint or under-statement . as the sentimental
'^spoiled'' version was consiaered best in sixteen cases
out of twenty-three, AiJbott concludes that "the marKed
preference even in college for this silly gush over real
poetry reveals a weaiaiesa in human nature, or in English
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teaching, or both, that deraaiids serious attention,"
Angela Broehing's exneriment shows how a test can
be used to demonstrate tiie efficacy of methods for deve-
loping appreciation. By retesting both the control and
experiraental group, she found very definite gains for
the group, which had oeen guided in appreciation by-
special metiiods and raaterialo according to the best
principles.
1 Abbott and Trabue, Teat on judging poetry. Teachers
College .-record, i.iarch 1 JiJl, p. 126
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Development of Apnreciation through Outside rieading
Now that aupplemeutary reading lias been widely ac-
cepted as an important part oi the English course, tiiere
is still the question of whether its possibilities and
implications are being fully realized. The purposes of
reading outside of class have been expressed in various
ways: to develop and improve habits of leisure reading,
to supplement courses of study "by wider reading in back-
ground literature, to broaden interests and give ac-
quaintance with the best modern boois, and to give op-
portunity to see the life of alien situations realisti-
cally portrayed. The aims are high and designed to com-
plete the work: of the Englisn course; yet the plan pro-
vides no connecting: linli between class reading and per-
manent reading, unless it is interpreted in relation
to the present reading tastes, interests, and abilities
of the individual pupil. Habits of reading good bookis in
the school room are not transferred to voluntar;/ reading
unless a definite effort is made in that direction.
1 p
The studies by Jordan and v/ashburne^ noiut the
way toward the study of children's interests as an aid
1 Jordan, A. M. , Children's interests in :^eading .
2 W'ashburne, C. and vogel, M. y/hat Books ^ifwlTat
G/iildren, winnetica Graded Book: List.
rC
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to guidance, since interests play such an important
part in determining the child »s activities in school and
even more outside oi school, the teacher must k:now what
the children read for pleasure, if anything, before she
oan help them wisely in selecting something neither
above nor below comprehension and with consideration
of their intellectual background and interests. The ef-
fective way to find out the amount and type of volun-
tary reaaiug is to asii the pupils, at the beginning of the
school year, to list on a filing card their two favorite
books and any books and magazines read during the summer*
If the students ai-e made to realize that this list has
nothink. to do with marics, that it is simply a way of
finding out wnat boo its they eL;ioy reading, the result
will be fairly dependable. The teacher will have an added
help in guidance if she asks for an autobiography which
tells tiie pupil's interests, plans, and hobbies.
Methods of Guidance
By far the ciost satisfactory way to start outside read
ing is by a personal interview, in which the teacher will
discover more clearly the pupil's attitude toward books.
The question of why some people read and others do not
has never been completely solved. There are naturally
cc
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individual differenoes in the ability to read, in
the opportunit;/ to get booics, and in the influence of
enrironraent and oi interests. The teacher's aid will
be neceasarj^ in encouraging and in choosing short, tJimple
boolcs for the pupil who is slow intellectually. Even
if such a pupil goes no farther th-n the ninth grade, he
may be able to develop the capacity for enjoying booics in
one ox t\vo fields. It is often possible, in the case of
the bo. who does not want to read because of past unhappy
experiences, to surprise hira by suggesting one of the al-
most universally popular booics on the Jordan list or by
appealing; to an interest wiiioh he already has in dogs or
in snorts. Although a fortunate beginning will maice him
more receptive to future suggestions, the tefiCher oaniiOt
use an escalator plan to improve tastes until the child
has beoorae accustomed to the feeling of satisfaction
from booics. Then the suggestion of another type of booic,
perhaps rising out of some expressed interest, may come
from tlie teacher or from another pupil, if several are in
the conference room at one time,
A rather difficult task is the guidance of read-
ing for girls who are steeped in sentimental fiction.
Miss :7alter»3 study"^ shows that both school girls and
1 Gray, 3., smnmar./ of Reading investigations sum-
marizes H« P» c/alter on .-.eaa ing interests
and Habits of !}irls.
(
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working girls have from six to nine hours a day of spare
time and that reading is one of the most permanent
spare-time activities of girls. Her statement that a
girl's reading tastes are fixed by the age of fifteen,
althouH:h by no means true for every individual, stresses
the need of substituting something of more value for
the all-fiotion adult magazine which is widely read.
There is no particular harm in much of it; but it is
liicel;' to remain a permj.nent and exclusive taste, un-
less its position is gently usurped. Miss parks'
list of "in between book", incluaing many light his-
torical romances, such as ./hen I^nighthood was in i^'lower
,
is ver;, useful,^ since in this case the immediate and
vital need is the improvement of reading for enter-
tainment, modern fiction of a simple type, such as
Tartington » s seventeen and Morley's Haunted Bookshop
,
will be frequently suggested as a substitute.
Reports on .reading
The time for conferences, in which a question or
two may be asked about the book last read, is not much
longer than that necessary for correcting a book re-
port. Moreover, the stereotyped form of book report
1 Parks, C. B., Literar,, Escalators.
1(
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develops a 3tereot;;ped attitude toward bookis, so that
the summary habit becomes ingrained. The formal report
is a rather unpleasant climax to a good boofc; vhereas
a critical review, which often iiicreases tlie satisfac-
tion of an older person, detracts from the pupil's en-
joyment, if, indeed, it is not quite beyond his powers.
About this time the child is getting the wide background
on which to form his Judgments and comparisons and is
enlarging the field of his experience.
''There is, of
course, fun in being critical, some of tiie
best fun in the world, but it is fun that
comes later on, I fancy, when that first
youthful confidence in an author's infal-
libility nas wistfully passed away. Although
I was now fourteen or fifteen years of age
booics still seemed to grov,/ like bright fruit
on trees.
Oral reviews are stimulating to older pupils,
whose opinions are slightly more developed, and can be
used in the ninth grade, informally, in group confer-
ences and sometimes before the class when a student has
read a different type of book: from the usual or has an
interesting point of view. The satisfaction and incen-
tive which comes frcxn telling about the book to the whole
class is often over-weighted by the boredom from too
many book reports. Too many books are apt to be over-
whelming instead of suggestive. Moe book tests save
1 Vfalpole, H. , I^eading, p. 21.
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time, but if used entirely,' give no opportunity for
personal reaction nor for the gradual development of
thougiitful opinion, whieh can oe started even in the
ninth grade by the right kiind of questioning.
Incentives to heading
Since most children, gifted as well as average,
read booics of both high and low quality, there will be
little appeal in the less desirable books if reading
with the qualities that children enjoy is plentifully
supnlied. It is seldom wise, however, to stress directly
the undesirability of certain booxs. If there is not
time for personal interviews with all of the pupils,
many will be guided by a word of encourageraent, a v^rit-
ten suggestion, and will take advantage of incidental
references, displays, and bulletin board suggestions.
The constant silent reminders and incidental refer-
ences can hardly be over-emphasized, 3specially when
there is no school librarian, the English teacher can
maice use of disolays, booi jackets, posters, and book
maps.^ Since tne comments of other pupils and of
those outside the school appear more impartial to
student readers, the bulletin board will exhibit clip-
1 Logasa, H. , The High school Library . This book has
many sag.; est ions lor displays and poster headings.
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pings from newspapers and magazines, such as editorial
mention of a book:, favorite bookis of famous people,
and allusions to well known books, Tbe study of read-
ing habits of adults shows them to be susceptible to
appeals of temporary interest; therefore, a display of
books according to present school issues and current
news may be successful, Ifor instance, a newspaper ac-
count of a prominent man's hunting in a foreign land
will lead others to read books cu hunting, travel, and
foreign countries,"^ Hobbies are a touchstone to wide
interests in book:s. As there is a high correlation be-
tween moving pictures and the type of book reported by
2
young people , tne teacher may well recommend pictures
like "Disraeli" and ''Arrowsmith, " as well as other books
which have been put into the cinema, A discussion in
class, after a permitted assignment on a good picture,
will help to bring before the pupils the qualities to
be looked for,
Lehman^ is much perturbed about the decline in
4
reading from about thirteen years, and xiasche wonders
1 Gray, VV, 3., l^eading Interests and Habits of Adult s,
pp. 49-50, quoting Iron Donovan, H. L> , The Content
of Ordinary .^eaaing, elementary School Journal, 2o:
2 Ibid . , p. 82.
3 Lehman, H, C, ,-;eaaing Books 'Just for Fun*
,
social
lievlew
,
34: Zb7'=^E^
4 p.asche, V/. Methods Employed to Stimulate Inter -
ests in teadinn-. scncol review. '^7'. 124-i;jl.
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how to combat competing interests. It is natural and
not wholly regre table that much of the omnivorous read-
ing of youth decreases; the necessity is for guidance
in the development of a broadened attitude toward books
as a more vital oart of life, closely linlced with its
experiences, V/hen long tales of adventure no longer en-
thrallj although for some fortunates they never fail, -
other raa^^uc realms must be brought into view. Nor is
it needful to combat other interests, for one interest
fosters another, and reading can both develop a new in-
terest and increase satisfaction in the old,
I suppose that the danger of emphasizing the de-
sirability of improved taste to the extent of making
literary snobs should not be ignored, although most pupils
are impervious to over-zealous efforts. Books read from
a sense of duty and submissioii to another's taute may
rarely give either pleasure or profit; yet many a book
started half-heartedly is finished with gusto. Pear of
literary hypocrisy should not preclude a word of praise
and expression of interest in reading which shows grow-
ing appreciation, A teacher's enthusiasm can do much in
shaping tastes and in setting standards.
Choice of Books
Since children have a fairly wide range of reading
cI
c
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perferences, a boolc list should be varied, although
not bewilderingli' long. It is important for the
teacher, while not including all possible booics on the
list, to be able to suggest other booics, whenever an
individual woula benefit by it. If records of the booses
read by each pupil are icept, it will be possible for the
same boolc to be on the litit for two or more grades, so
that the pupil may read it when ready for it. This is
especially advisable when the supply of booics is limited.
Terman»s advice that the child be allowed to choose
his own bookis, but with only the best presented for
choice is the equivalent of no choice at all, when in-
ferior tastes have already been formed. Booics of
moderate worth are frequentl;/ the best for an individual.
The number of booics need not be specified, since read-
ing is a very nersonal adventure. Extension of read-
ing to include some non-fiction can be made by relat-
ing the booic to the individual's interest in science,
nature, or famous men. Students should be persuaded
to ^eep their own list of "booics read and to be read."
Moreover personal ownership should be encouraged, and
an interesting axuibition can be made of each pupil's
favorite booi.
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Heading 3appiemeuting Literature Courae
Supplementary, reading is likewise valuable for
enrichment of courses by boolcs which give a fuller
baclcground than a tey.t-book:, such aa stories of knight-
hood in connection with ivanhoe ana historical novels
in connection with English or Americaii history. The
more associations which can be built up about a book
or a period in history, the more real it will seem and
the better will it be remembered. If there are not
many copies of the same book, pupils can read widely
in the subject and coraoine their results in a class
disjussion period. Reading in science and historical
novels can often vitalize other sub fleets for some
pupils or make permanent an already existing enthusiasm.
The English teacher has much opportunity to correlate
various subjects and to provide wider associations which
will be of great value.
Magazine and newspaper ^^eading
Studies of magazines popular with boys and girls
show a need for acquaintance with the better types.
^
1 Ilimball, d» 3., What Magazines Do High school students
.tead?
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If the habit of reading magazines intelligently is to
be formed, the ninth grade is not too early to oegin,
3y referring students to different ^inds of magazines
for materials for symposiums and supplementary studies,
the teacher can influence tastes by making the pupils
familiar with the characteristics of the various types.
If the students, after reading various types of maga-
zines, draw up standards and conclusions by themselves,
they will find greater meaning in them. Moreover they
will have progressea in developing attitudes toward
magazine reading which may probably be transferred
helpfully to further magazine reading outside of school.
Unless thia is done, many students will never realize
that ma^^azines such as "Tinie'* and "Harpers" have
articles of interest to them, which are not beyond their
comprehension. That the need for this is real is
shown by Henderson's study^ of the training high school
pupils receive in the selection of current literature.
Twenty-six per cent of the students had not been asiced
by teachers to read magazines. The training in literary
appreciation in the class room evidently does not carry
over into voluntary reading, unless a definite effort
is made in thnt direction. Newspaper reading, esoeci-
ally the "funny paper", is one of the activities to
1 Henderson, P, D. , What part Does the scaool Play in
the H^ormatioh oi" the .reading Habits of its pupils?
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which children about fourteen or fifteen most often
turn in their leisure time.^ 3elativel.y little atten-
tion is given to editorials, foreign, and national news.
By continued reference to the nore valuable news, a
teacher may influence students to discriminate. An
interesting comparison might be raaae of the treatment
of some question of public interest in several news-
papers and magazines, to show the care necessary in
forming a just opinion and to increase respect for the
clear and accurate account. This is especially neces-
sary since children are lik:ely to accept without ques-
tion what they read in the newspapers* As a further
aid, it is well to have copies of the better newspapers
and magazines in the school; for in many cases the
pupils form standards from that which is accessible.
The Supply of Bookis
The problem of getting boolcs and magazines is
much more acute in the small school, where the town
library is small and open only once or twice a weeK,
When the school oooics are shabby, it is even more dif
ficult to maice them appeal to the luicewarm reader.
But it is surprising what a small club can do to make
books attractive. liebinding in attractive cloth or
I
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paper is not difficult to learn and inexpensive. There
is much iun in fitting the color of the binding to
the tone of the booic, and mere familiarity with the
physical form of booKs helps to develop love for them.
If but very little money can be spent for books, a
judicious selection of second-hand books, well printed,
can be bought and rebound. Books can even be illus-
trated by original drawings or by suitable pictures
pasted to interleaves, since there is much knowledge
of books, illustrations, and printing gained, such a
club repays the time spent.
c
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VI
Conclusion
At most the teacher can supply the pupils with the
ability to read and with a taste for reading. To bring
into the field of an individual's attention at the
psychological moment the boolc which will then yield
him the raost increase of capacity is an important part
of the teacher's work:, A right sequence of booics is
a powerful agency in developing appreciation. If, in
addition to this, the teacher furthers the reading pro-
cess by every other efficient means, stimulating it by
revealing its rich possibilities, the student's progress
should be assured, in the last analysis the teacher
of appreciation should aim at making herself unneces-
sary. The objective manifestation of success probably
lies in the amount and character of the reading which
the students continue to do of their own free will.
II
I
i
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VII
summary
Appreciatioij is the result of training and ex-
perience that oan linK literature with the life of the
reader. The boolc and the method by which appreciation
is achieved depend on the reader, since it ia by nature
such an individual resnonse. Yet a study of the points
of contact between the author's and the reader's exper-
ience reveals that there are intellectual, sensory,
emotional, aesthetic and ethical elements. Since per-
haps the most valuable result of teaching litereature
is a lasting appreciation of reading, the teacher aliould
try to develop appreciation. The first essentials are
a careful choice of booics to fit the student and the
relation of the booics, with their baclcgrouiids, to the
reader's experience. Attention will be given to under-
standing of meaning, words, and allusions, altho^igh
not to the exteut of destroying the pleasure in reading.
Every effort will be Hiade to help the student sensualize
as he reads, with aids of music and pictures, but with
chief emphasis on training the student's own powers of
imagery. The importance of sharing the emotional experi
ence of the writer is recognized, and suggestions are
given for the study of motives. Especially valuable
as a source of appreciation is the study of ideas and
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values through comparison and discussion of freely ex-
pressed opinions. Technical study is limited to its
simpler asoects of rhythm and images. Two aaditional
methods of securing appreciation are through dramatiz-
ation, which necesaitates imaginative study and inter-
pretation of details, and through writing, which
develops a sensitivity to expression. Finally/ the
teacher can taice advantage of outside reading to give
individual suggestions, drawn from wide acquaintance
with booics, so that the pupils' reading will correspond
and improve with their tastes, interest!^ and abilities.
€
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